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Introduction
Thanks for considering the “Johnny Profit” series as part of your
school curriculum. The central theme of “Johnny Profit” is that
“honest profit-making is good”! The purpose of the theme and the
story is to counter the notion that “money is the root of all evil”.
Many people will correctly point out that the exact expression is “the
love of money is the root of all evil”. However, it's my opinion that
the latter phrase has been overtaken in popularity by the former and
money itself, even money derived from honest profit-making, is
widely promoted as the root of all evil. The “Johnny Profit” series
does not make the opposite claim that “money is the root of all
goodness” but rather promotes the idea the money and profits, when
honestly earned are important and consistent factors in achieving
goodness.
The purpose of this guide is simple. It's to offer a set of questions
about key concepts in the story, which an instructor can ask students.
The intent of each question is to determine if the story ideas are
properly understood by readers and to stimulate additional thought
and discussion around the various concepts.
The answers are presented in a format in which I first assume, some
might say guess, a possible correct answer from a student. The
answers are then followed by a NOTE, which is intended to coach the
instructor in discussing the topic.
The answers provided are based on my opinions, which in turn are
driven by personal experience and study. While that may be an
obvious disclosure, it's worthy of mention because the ideas presented
are not of the “cut and dry” mathematic type. Don't get me wrong. I
believe the true answers, particularly in the realm of morality, are
objective in nature and I've done my best to convey objective truth.
However, objective propositions should undergo the rigors of peer
review not in the quest for consensus but for truth. Instructors are
encouraged to vet the answers, compare them with how they might
answer, and construct their lessons accordingly.
The format of the guide is intended to make it easy for instructors to
print out a page of “questions only” using the first section titled
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“Question List”. The next section titled “Questions and Answers” is
for the instructor's use.
A final point to make is to disclose plans for future versions of the
instructor's guides of the series. At this moment in time, the plan is to
continue adding questions and answers, on an ad-hoc basis, based on
my own musings and feedback from the community at large. The plan
is also to continue offering the guides as downloads, tacking a version
number somewhere near the beginning of the guide. So I hope you'll
check back from time to time for updates.
All the Best!
Michael Malgeri
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Question List
1. Why was Ben friendly to Johnny and his family when they
first came to Kimor?
2. Why did Ben want to help Johnny and his family even though
he never met them?
3. Is Ben rich or poor?
4. Is Ben happy or sad?
5. Why Is life so difficult in Kimor?
6. What did Johnny do to make life better for everyone in
Kimor?
7. What is a deal?
8. Did Johnny force Ben to make their deal?
9. Did Ben force Johnny to make their deal?
10. What did Johnny and Ben do to symbolize their deal?
11. What did Ben get as part of the deal he made with Johnny?
12. What did Johnny get as part of the deal he made with Ben?
13. Are deals good?
14. What is an honest profit?
15. Are honest profits good?
16. How did everyone in Kimor benefit from making their own
inventions?
17. How did everyone in Kimor benefit from the inventions others
made?
18. If you heard someone saying that profits were bad what would
you tell them?
19. What are the most important things people have to make their
lives better?
20. Is it important to teach young people about honest profitmaking and honest deals?
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Questions and Answers
1. Why was Ben friendly to Johnny and his family
when they first came to Kimor?
People enjoy making new friends. It's natural for one person to want
to be friendly to another. Friendship is one of the most rewarding
things in life.
NOTE: It can also be pointed out that deep friendships are special
and take time to develop as individuals build trust in each other.
However, it's OK to give someone the benefit of the doubt and be
genuinely friendly at a first meeting. People are friendly out of respect
for each other. As time goes by they can build deeper friendships.

2. Why did Ben want to help Johnny and his
family even though he never met them?
People want to be kind and generous to others.
NOTE: Humans are good by their very nature, and subsequently it's a
fundamental characteristic of human nature for one person to want to
help another, even if the other person is a stranger. Acts of kindness
make everyone happy.

3. Is Ben rich or poor?
Ben is poor. He has to work very hard and doesn't have much time for
anything else.
NOTE: For the purpose of this part of the story, the focus is on
defining rich or poor in the context of possessing material wealth. Ben
has few possessions. He and his family are barely producing the
things they need to survive, such as food, water and shelter. Ben and
his family are living at the level of sustenance.
Ben may be rich in other areas such as love for his family and it's OK
to point this out and distinguish between material and emotional
richness if the instructor so desires.

4. Is Ben happy or sad?
Ben tries to be happy and wants to be happy but he is often sad
because his life is so hard.
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NOTE: The instructor should point out that there are many factors
that determine whether or not a person is happy or sad. This short,
simple story does not attempt to present and analyze all those factors.
The point, as mentioned in the introduction is that being materially
poor is contributing to the time when Ben is sad. If he had a certain
amount of wealth, in this case a shovel, he could potentially be
happier because his life would be a lot easier. He wouldn't have to
work so hard to achieve so little. At this time, he finds happiness in
the short amount of time he spends with his family and friends.
It may seem strange to young people that a shovel makes a person
“wealthy”, however it would be worthwhile emphasizing that in this
case, it relieves Ben of half of the long hard hours he's had to work in
the past. A child might relate to a comparison such as, “imagine if you
could learn everything in only a half day of school everyday!” This of
course assumes the child would be excited about having the rest of the
day to play.

5. Why is life so difficult in Kimor?
Because all the farmers have to use their hands to plow the fields and
pick the crop. It takes all day.
NOTE: This is the beginning of conveying the idea that humans are
limited in what they can do with their bodies and muscles alone. If
they rely on just their muscles, they're destined to have a difficult life.
The instructor's answer should contain at the very least a statement
such as “they are only relying on their muscles and not using their
brains”. In addition, the instructor should consider introducing the
idea that humans' ability to think and expand their knowledge is what
makes them special among ALL the other living things on the planet.
This is theme of the third book in the series, “Warm This!”

6. How did Johnny make life better for everyone
in Kimor?
He invented a shovel.
NOTE: While the children will probably give the simple answer
above, it's important for an instructor to point out that Johnny used his
mind and INVENTED the shovel. Also point out that the pieces of a
shovel, the branch and stone, are almost worthless by themselves. It's
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Johnny's IDEA that makes the combination of the branch and stone so
valuable.
Instructors might consider other examples of how simple parts are put
together to create valuable tools (e.g. a pencil, a hammer, ladder, etc.)
based on someone's THINKING. Instructor's should also consider
introducing the word “Capital” as a precursor to “Capitalism”, which
is introduced in “Johnny's Gold.” Capital can be described as things,
which help to make or produce other things for selling or in this case
“making deals”.
In this story, it can be envisioned that some Kimorians specialize in
farming and will use their shovels to produce greater amounts of
peaweed for “making deals” with others who don't farm but specialize
in producing something else.

7. What is a deal?
A deal is when two people make a trade.
NOTE: It's important to emphasize that the most important part of a
deal is that each person making the deal is satisfied with the trade. In
other words, a “good” deal is when both traders are happy and believe
the deal made each of their lives better.
There's also an opportunity for the instructor to expand on questions
such as, “what if a person isn't happy with a deal AFTER the deal is
made?” If the instructor desires, he or she can discuss ways in which
unhappy dealmakers or malicious deals are remedied, e.g “returns”,
going to court. Explaining “going to court” can be difficult, however a
simple approach would be so say, “in a case when two people have a
disagreement on a deal, the agree to go to a very smart person called a
judge and let the judge decide how to fix the deal.”

8. Did Johnny force Ben to make their deal?
No.
NOTE: Instructors should stress that the absence of force is a very
important part of deal. No one should ever be forced to make a deal.
All deals are voluntary. In this case, no matter how great Johnny
thinks his shovel is, he can't force Ben to take it and plow his field
one week of the year. His only recourse is to offer Ben another deal
that is satisfactory to both of them or to not make a deal at all. For
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instance, if Ben thought plowing Johnny's field for a full week each
year was too much work, Johnny could consider offering the shovel
for only a few days of field plowing each year from Ben.

9. Did Ben force Johnny to make their deal?
No.
NOTE: The answer is the same as the one above. However, in this
case no matter how much Ben wants one of Johnny's shovels, he can't
force Johnny to make a deal with him. His only recourse is to offer
Johnny a deal that is satisfactory to both of them or to not make a deal
at all. For instance if Ben offered one week of plowing Johnny's field
each year in return for the shovel and Johnny thought that wasn't
enough, then Ben might consider offering one week and one day each
year.

10. What did Johnny and Ben do to symbolize
their deal?
They shook hands.
NOTE: Shaking hands is just one way in which people show they are
committed to a deal. The instructor should consider introducing the
idea of a “contract”, which can be simply explained as a letter that
describes the deal and that each person signs to show they agree to the
deal. The important part of shaking hands or signing a contract is that
each person is making an honest commitment to agree to the terms of
the deal.

11. What did Ben get as part of the deal he made
with Johnny?
A shovel.
NOTE: Most importantly, Ben's life was made so much easier
because the shovel allowed him to plow his field in half the time it
used to take. He was given many more hours to do other things, either
with his family, with friends, or on his own. What he ended up doing
was using his mind to think of inventions that made life even better
for himself and others by honest deal and profit making.
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12. What did Johnny get as part of the deal he
made with Ben?
Ben agreed to plow Johnny's field for one week each year.
NOTE: The instructor should point out that this is Johnny's profit.
Also, because he owns the idea for a shovel and some many farmers
want, he will make many more profits. His shovel is valuable to both
him and others.

13. Are deals good?
Yes.
NOTE: The instructor should reinforce that it's “honest” deals that
are good and remind the students that an honest deal means “mutually
beneficial exchange”. Mutually beneficial exchange is a central
element of Capitalism and is further developed in “Johnny's Gold”.
Deals are also good because usually people are motivated to make
deals to acquire a good or service that makes their lives better and in
the general case, making lives better is “good”.

14. What is an honest profit?
It's what a person get's when they create something and make an
honest deal with someone else.
NOTE: I would not expect a young student to give the answer above.
The key point is that a profit is preceded by producing something.
That something can then be exchanged in a deal for something more
valuable than what it cost to produce the things being traded in the
deal.
If the people making the trade didn't believe the things they were
getting weren't more valuable than what it cost to make the thing they
were giving, they wouldn't make the deal.
In the context of the story, Johnny trades a shovel with ben because he
believes the value of one week of Ben plowing his field is worth more
than what it cost him to make one shovel. Ben trades one week of his
labor in Johnny's field because he believe the value of a shovel is
worth more than one week of his work in Johnny's field.
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15. Are honest profits good?
Yes.
NOTE: This is the central theme of the story and it should be
reinforce by citing examples not only from the story but from life in
general. For instance, because Johnny made a lot of honest profits in
each deal he made, EVERYONE in the village had a better life
through shorter work hours and less difficult work. They were able to
use their extra time to THINK and invent other things that made life
easier and more fun for themselves and everyone else.
Outside the examples in the story, an instructor should ask students to
think of examples they're aware of where people make honest profits,
some becoming very rich, and help others. Steve Jobs and the
iPod/iPhone/iPad would be perfect examples. Ronald MacDonald
might be more appropriate for very young children.

16. How did everyone in Kimor benefit from
inventing things?
They would had things to make deals and make honest profits and
making honest profits is good.
NOTE: The purpose of this question is to start tying together the
ideas of productive work (in this case invention), profits and
goodness. Productive work leads to profit making and profit making
is good because of the way it works as described above.
If it comes up, the instructor can point out that not everyone has to be
an inventor but they still can engage in productive work. People can
still participate and benefit in dealmaking by exchanging their
productive work for the things that others invent. If Ben had never
invented ANYTHING he'd still benefit from Johnny's shovel and
Johnny would still benefit from Ben's productive work.

17. How did everyone in Kimor benefit from the
inventions others made?
Inventions help make life easier.
NOTE: This is an opportunity for instructors to elicit ideas from
students on inventions they know of that make their lives better.
Things as simple as a knife a fork and as complicated as a personal
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computer can be discussed. Once again it's important to stress that not
everyone has to be an inventor in order to participate and benefit from
a society where honest dealmaking and honest profit making is
widespread.

18. If you heard someone saying that profits were
bad what would you tell them?
That honest profits are good.
NOTE: If a student is defending profits-making it's important to
coach them to center the discussion around honest profit-making and
ensure they understand the definition of honest profit-making as
taught above.
As above, the student could use the story of “Johnny Profit” to convey
how honest profit-making was beneficial to all, or use real life
examples (Apple, Facebook, MacDonald's, etc.).

19. What are the most important things people
have to make their lives better?
Their ideas and their honesty (or honest behavior).
NOTE: I'd be surprised if a young people gave this exact answer but
in the context of this story, these are the key elements of improving
life. Other answers are surely possible and it's suggested they be
added to the list that includes ideas and honesty.

20. Is it important to teach young people about
honest profit-making and honest deals?
Yes.
NOTE: The first reason for learning these concepts is so young
people will be motivated to make honest profits and engage in honest
deals. However, just as important is to warn young people that many
people in the world view profit-making as bad, if not outright evil.
Most people are confused and haven't been taught about the goodness
of honest profit-making and honest deals. However young people
should be cautioned that there are many people who, despite the facts,
view honest profit-making and honest deals as evil. Young people
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should be encouraged to remain true to their values, seek advice from
those they trust, and above all to THINK!
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